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January 28, 2015

FOR

All Heads of Departments, Agencies, Bureaus, Offices, Commissions,
State Universities and Colleges, Other Instrumentalities of the National
Government and all Others Concerned

~UBJECT

BUDGET CALL FOR FY 2016

1.0

INTRODUCTION
To sustain the growth momentum and embed the culture for the pursuit of good
governance, anti-corruption and disaster risk adaptation in the bureaucracy
during this penultimate year of the Aquino Administration, the 2016 Budget will
continue to be formulated along the guiding principles of the budget preparation
of the Administration: focus on the 5 Key Result Areas of the Social Contract;
disaggregation of lump sum funds in the agency budget; total resource budget;
use of performance based approaches; provision of strategic support for Private
Public Partnership projects activities; and program or horizontal/convergence
budgeting,
However, in order to further reap the benefits from the Medium-term Expenditure
Management Process and strengthen the strategic decision making process, a
Two-Tier Budgeting Approach (2TBA) will be introduced to separate the review
of ongoing and approved programs and projects from that for the new and
expanded ones to allow a better focus for each type of program, To complement
the 2T~A, the performance indicators (outcome and output) of agencies and
MFOs will be sharpened to serve as a better basis for monitoring and evaluation
(M & E) and the continued improvement of public services,
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Secondly, the 2016 Budget Preparation will also aim to lessen the number and
magnitude of Special Purpose Funds (SPFs) by incorporating in the agency
budgets, requests which used to be presented under the SPFs, like the
provisions for new positions or pensions and gratuities, This is in response to the
clamor from the CSOs and other stakeholders for greater transparency/credibility
of the budget and accountability in agency 'financial operations, Thirdly, to further
the harmonization of budgeting and accounting, the use of the Unified Account
Code Structure (UACS) to classify appropriations, allotments, obligations, and
disbursements will be strictly enforced, especially for the actual expenditures of
2014 and the location codes, Finally, in the spirit of participative budgeting and to
improve the absorptive/implementation
capacity of the government on the
overall, the Bottom-Up Budgeting (BUB) will be pushed to the next level through
the greater involvement of the LGUs and the communities in the planning and
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implementation of anti-poverty and basic public projects in their localities. The
Regional Development Councils (RDCs) and the private sector on the other
hand, will be asked to focus on regional-wide investment planning and
programming. The national agencies particularly those with devolved functions
will concentrate on and enhance their steering functions and catalytic programs
to engender empowerment in governance, implement meaningful devolution,
and accelerate project/program execution.
2.0

3.0

PURPOSES
2.1

To introduce the 2TBA for the FY 2016 Budget Preparation and inform the
departments/agencies of the procedures, schedules and guidelines to be
adopted, including those for the updating of the FYs 2016-2018 Forward
Estimates (FEs);

2.2

To prescribe the guidelines and procedures in the preparation of the FY
2016 Budget forms in accordance with the programmed rationalization of
the SPFs and the enforcement of the UACS;

2.3

To propose a procedure to strengthen the conduct of agency
consultations at the central and regional levels, those with civil society
organizations (CSOs), the private sector, and the Regional Development
Councils (RDCs) to secure feedback on programs and projects of
departments and corporations; and

2.4

To provide the calendar of activities for the preparation of the FY 2016
Budget.

EXPENDITURE MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK
3.1

Ongoing reforms in PEM and PFM provide the tools to strengthen the
links between planning, budgeting and implementation and must be used
by the agency in developing their budget submissions. These approaches
are summarized in Annex "A"

3.2

The 2TBA as explained in Annex “B” is an approach that will separate
the evaluation of agency proposals for a) on-going/existing
programs/projects from b) new spending proposals and the expansion of
on-going/existing programs/projects. The objective is to decongest and
systematize the decision-making process for these two different types of
programs during budget preparation, thereby simplifying it. It will also
enable the better acknowledgement of the status of budget preparation
and utilization for the on-going and new programs/projects of the agency,
enhancing the accountability of the department/agency for the
implementation of these programs/projects as targeted, and lessening
occurrences of issues and bottlenecks during budget execution. Unlike
past years, the agency will be involved more in the formulation of its FEs
and Cabinet-approval will be sought on the FE ceilings and new program
focus. Hence, the President and the Cabinet will lead the setting of the
strategic direction and distribution of the unallocated fiscal space, allowing
the better assessment of trade-offs and opportunities. On the overall, the
two-tier approach therefore, will make budget preparation more strategic
and will strengthen fiscal discipline.
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